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• What does ‘resilience’ mean? 

• Why is it important? 

• What are the key principles? 

• What does a resilient place look like? 

• How resilient is Dorchester? 

• Endpiece: Pictures from academia 

Overview 



• Oxford English Dictionary Definition: “The capacity to 
recover quickly from difficulties” 

• Now used in a range of areas of political and 
economic life (e.g. ecology, personal well-being,  
engineering systems, organisations, economies) 

• Place-based view: the ability to “tolerate - and 
overcome - damage, diminished productivity,  and 
reduced quality of life from an extreme event without 
significant outside assistance” (Mileti, 1999,p.4).  

 

What does ‘resilience’ mean? 



“Resilience thinking is different because it 
anticipates change and understands that 
major shocks are inevitable in a world 

that is facing huge challenges like climate 
change, resource scarcity, biodiversity 

loss, economic instability and social 
unrest. Resilience is not about predicting 

what shocks we will face, or when they 
will occur, but it is about ensuring that we 

are prepared for them when they do.”  

http://www.getresilient.com 



• “in a resilient social-ecological system, 
disturbance has the potential to create 
opportunity for doing new things, for 
innovation and for development”  
(Folke 2006, p.253). 

 

And shocks might be useful…. 



• Climate change 

• End of peak-oil 

 

 

• ….and associated impacts on economic 
systems, ecology and human settlement 

Why is it important? 
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• Diversity (reduces risk) 

• Self reliance (loosen dependences) 

• Social capital (build the networks) 

• Innovation (experiment and learn) 

• Overlap (increase the alternatives) 

• Feedback (tighten the loops) 

• Eco-system services (maintain them) 

 

What are the key principles? 

Source: Hopkins (2013) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diversity – too much of one thing creates vulnerability. Resilience requires diversity.Self-reliance is linked to idea of increasing ‘System Modularity’ – Too much connectivity can be bad (e.g. lead to contagion or a domino effect when something goes wrong). Modularity allows one part of a system to fail without compromising the system as a whole.Social capital – The networks of people that we know and can call on are a key part of resilience (also trust and a sense of community).Innovation – learning and trying new things is vital to adaptation when change comes. Resilience calls for on-going learning and the freedom to experiment.Overlap – Many modern systems are streamlined for maximum efficiency. Overlapping functions are considered wasteful, but they’re much harder to disrupt.Tight feedback loops – the quicker you can read change and respond to it, the better.Ecosystem services – resilient systems recognise and value the services of the environment.



What does a resilient place 
look like? (Lessons) 
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Presentation Notes
The Transition Town Totnes initiative, started in 2005 and ‘co-led’ by Rob HopkinsDeveloped over 40 projects across a range of aspects (from local food to zero carbon housing)Very much bottom-up (limited LA support….but increasingly being ‘acknowledged’)Recent ‘Energy Decent Action Plan’ shapes the whole processTransition Town Network used to ‘export’ the ideas/model globally….currently Particular character of Totnes important: high % of education ‘creative class’Rob Hopkins (and others) have written extensively on the project
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Presentation Notes
The Freibourg ‘eco-city’ story began in the 1970s, in response to proposal to locate nuclear power station nearbyLed to extensive protest from range of local groups and interests, University students and environmental to farmers and ‘conservative’ citizens After successfully stopping power station, led to search for ‘alternative’ source of energy…..growth of ‘solar city’ themeGrowth of German Green Party started in Freiburg and this allowed for combination of ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top-down’ processesSignificant amount of ‘strategy’ led action from City Council and partners (evidenced in Green City Plan) but significant support and involvement of local communitiesStrong emphasis on integration of sectors and activities (e.g. solar as basis for research, business, jobs, energy provision, affordability, community ownership)New urban extensions as models: integrated planning of public transport, walking/cycling and new housing/community buildings



• Audience participation bit! 

• (In pairs) identify 2 aspects 
of Dorchester that support 
resilience and 2 aspects 
that undermine resilience 
(5 mins) 

• (While group) produce 
composite list (Joe as 
scribe, 10 mins)  

How resilient is Dorchester? 



• Number of community groups 

• Variety of shops 

• Good (variable) transport 

• Cultural Capital of SW 

• Small/compact urban form 

• Schools Partnership 

• Environmental quality….but… 

• Farmers market/community farm 

• Existence of Transition Town 

• Anaerobic digester (renewables)  

 

Resilient Dorchester? (Output)  

Supports Resilience Undermines Resilience 
• District Council 

• ‘Feudal’ culture 

• Dormitory town 

• Age structure of ‘active’ people 

• Poor connections between groups  

• Traffic congestion 

• ….Env is constraint (e.g. wind energy) 

• Lack of FE facility 

• Missed opportunities (at Poundbury) 

• Type and quality of jobs 

 



Endpiece: Pictures from academia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the positive and negatives relate to issues that are ‘local’ in nature (particular characteristics of Dorchester), but others are likely to be linked to wider forces impacting on the localityI want to use some ‘academic’ theory to help understand the dynamic of ‘transition’…..srarting with a model from ‘transition theory’Sees new ideas and innovations arising from niches (individuals or small groups of people) and these ideas/ways then get empowered to influence wider ‘regimes’ (sectors of business, community or government), which then can shape the ‘landscape’ of whole societies.But forces and vested interests working seeking to stop, divert, take-over, incorporate those ideas/ways ….therefore it is very much a ‘political’ processAnd this ‘system’ model leads nicely(?) on to one of my favourites…..
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Like this? 
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Presentation Notes
Seeing the world as a complex adaptive system!Based on multiple non-linear inter-relationships…..from the individual person (or ‘thing’), via a nested set of networked sub-systems (or inter-relationships), to a whole inter-linked and adaptive packageTransition can therefore be seen in the ‘glowing lights’ of nodes….expanding and affecting sub-systems/regimes and whole systems/landscapesWhere is Transition Town Dorchester in this picture? It IS there! 
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